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Globe Academy making good progress
Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome to the final newsletter for the
academic year. 2009-2010 has been
another very successful year for Globe
Academy.
We have been named by the Specialist
Schools and Academies Trust (SSAT) as
one of the most improved schools in the
country in respect of the improved
GCSE results.
We have gained Artsmark Gold status.
This is awarded by the Arts Council for
England and recognises Globe’s
contribution to and the teaching of the
Arts. Gold Artsmark is the highest
possible award.
We have been judged by Ofsted as
‘making Good progress’. The Ofsted
inspection was carried out by Her
Majesty’s Inspectors (HMI) and we can
be very proud of the comments made.
Some of the highlights of the report are
as follows:
“The academy is rightly proud of the
achievements of last year’s Year 11
students. The proportion reaching the
important benchmark of five good GCSE
passes, including English and
mathematics, was comfortably above
the nationally expected minimum and
represented excellent progress for these
students. Senior staff ... predict that
GCSE results in 2010 will improve on
those of last year.
“Students’ progress is accelerating
because of the academy’s strong
determination to help the students
reach or exceed the levels expected for
their age. A range of initiatives... have
maintained an unremitting focus on
raising standards in English and
mathematics, to which the students
have responded very well.
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

“Expectations for the rate of progress
that students will make are high.
Progress is carefully tracked. ... Staff
quickly identify those students at risk
of not meeting their target grades
and implement strategies to support
and encourage them
“Students and staff
report ...substantial improvements to
the behaviour of the secondary-age
students since the academy opened.
... Students say that they feel safe in
the academy.

visitors to the academy, have
increased. “The Principal and
senior leaders have high
aspirations for the students and an
accurate understanding of where
improvements need to be made.”
As a school community we can be
very proud of the improvements
here at Globe Academy. We
anticipate even better examination
results this year.

We are also very excited about the
opening of our new building in
September. This is the next step
“..Students ... were polite, cheerful
on our journey to becoming the
and interested in talking to the
best school in Southwark. From
inspectors. ... [and] showed
themselves to be ready and willing to September, students will be taught
in state of the art facilities and
learn. They applied themselves
within the Globe Small School
diligently to their tasks and were
structure. Our five small schools,
respectful of their teachers and one
Tronador, Elbrus, Mckinley,
another. In response to strong
Klimanjaro and Everest will each
teaching, students showed
enthusiasm and evident enjoyment of have their own Head Teacher and
staff, their own space within the
learning.
new building and their own
“The academy has a good deal of
entrance. The small school model
reliable information about the
is designed specifically to ensure
attainment and progress of
that all children have a safe, secure
individuals and groups of students,
environment where they are
and is able to ... use this to help plan known as an individual and can
lessons that are more closely aligned build excellent relationships with
to students’ learning needs...The
their school staff and peers.
academy knows the students well as
I wish all parents, carers and pupils
individuals. Staff work effectively
a very safe holiday and look
with students who have special
educational needs and/or disabilities, forward to welcoming you back in
September 2010.
and with those who are potentially
vulnerable.
“The curriculum strongly emphasises
English and mathematics to ensure
that students close the attainment
gap and reach the levels that are
expected nationally. ...Activities
enrich students’ learning experiences, Jason Baigent, Principal
including educational visits and
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Year 5 and 6 School Journey to Wales
everyone came back to the
centre soaked so I
recommend families to go
there.

Students listen to
instructions before a
long walk.

My favourite activities were
rock climbing, canoeing,
raft building and gorge
walking. After three days I
started to miss my family
When I went to Wales I
because I have never been
experienced what it must be without them for that long.
like living in the country
Although doing the
side. When I got there I felt activities took my mind off
excited as to which activities thinking about them.
I would be doing. However
However, I now know how
when I started doing
to do many things that I
activities, day after day I
never knew how to do.
realized how challenging it
would be.
We had to wake up and get
ready by 7:30 am every day
I thought the gorge walk
and have breakfast after
was the hardest activity
that we had some time to
because at one point we had do anything like play
to climb on a rough wall
snooker. After the time was
although there was not a lot up we started our activity
of grip so it was quite
first we got split into two
difficult. In that activity

groups then we went to
do two different activities
after some time we
swapped around and did
the other groups activity.
After a while we came
back to the centre we had
to have a shower and get
changed by 6:00 pm.
Then we went downstairs
to have dinner, by 8:00
pm we went to bed.
Arsalan Siddique
Year 6

Lower School Lunch time Buddies
This term the pupils of
Globe Lower School have
been taking charge of their
school, so I set up
lunchtime buddies and
monitors from Years 5 and
6. Their roles are to make
sure that their fellow peers
are safe during lunchtime.
Monitors are located at the
front and the back of the
staircases of the Lower
school. They note down
any behaviour that is not
part of Globe’s lunchtime
rules and report it back to
me. I then deal with the
rest of the problem.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

The monitors have been
fantastic this term and
have stopped a lot of
situations that could
have become more
serious. They have been
respectful, sensible and
helpful and staff have

appreciated having
them around especially
the children that have
their duty in the lunch
room.
Hannah Mcduffus
Learning Mentor
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Reception classes day out

On 24 June, the reception
classes went to the
Museum of Childhood. The
visit was to support their
theme of 'Toys'. The
children were excited as
they travelled on the

coach. On the way, you
could hear their excited
chats about different
things. Some of the
children spoke about the
last theme we covered,
'Transport', as they kept
seeing different types of
transport pass
them. Others spoke to
each other about where
they lived.
On arrival to the museum,
the children were amazed
at the different types of
toys that were on
display. Some of the

children recognised a few
of their own toys which had
been updated. Others
recognised some of their
favourite toys.

have lunch at the picnic
tables in the grounds of the
museum, which was
wonderful.

The journey back home
For the teachers it was
was a lot quieter as the
great to see some of the
children were too tired to
toys from our
do anything else!
childhood, like 'Care
Bears', toys made from tins
(those of you who have had
the pleasure of growing up
in Africa) and wind-up
toys.
With the weather being
fantastic, we were able to

Tricia Minlah
Reception class teacher

CIC Scheme comes to an end
For the last two terms, some of
the Year 9 boys have been
working with professionals
from the engineering world as
part of a "Construction Industry
Council" initiative to raise the
profile and awareness of what
it takes to work in engineering.
They have completed many
challenges culminating in them
making large scale models of
the pods they designed. The
end of the project was
celebrated with an evening of
prize giving where the
engineers, pupils and parents
had the chance to relive some
of the fantastic moments from
the scheme as well as applaud
the hard work and
commitment of the Year 9s.
The boys have worked
extremely hard and will be
hosting a presentation
outlining their experiences and
what they have learnt on the
scheme
Edward Watson
Technology Teacher
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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A bit of Japanese art history!
Using an outline
sketch of a man she
taught the students
how to draw their own
Manga characters.
As a class we created
our own Manga
character. We decided
on their gender, age,
fashion, weapons and
accessories.

In Japanese club this year we have
been learning a bit about their art
form Manga. Manga is the name
for a series of frames (drawings)
that tell a story and it now
dominates the Japanese cartoon
industry.
Earlier this year, we had a one off
Manga workshop taught by the
Japanese artist; INKO. The session
began with a brief introduction on
the history of Manga. She then
went on to introduce the basics of
Manga drawing and the tools
required.

The students really
enjoyed learning how to
draw their own Manga
characters and what to
do to make their
characters different
from anyone else’s by
making them big or
small, strong or weak.
As you can imagine, a
whole number of very
different personalities
came out.

Pauline Solomon
Teaching Assistant

As a class we created our
own Manga characters

Character drawn by INKO at
the beginning of the workshop

Lower School Breakfast Club
Breakfast club has been running since the new school year and has been great.
Children have been arriving on time even in the dark winter months.
We have tried many new Breakfast alternatives and were even able to have an English
breakfast on Thursdays.
Breakfast club has been able to reward the children that come to the club on attendance, punctuality, eating healthily, helping others and trying new foods. Here are the
winners for the categories above:
Attendance: Ashraf Sesay

Helping others: Fatima Mezenner

Punctuality: Ashraf Ceesay

Eating healthily: Leona Ewards

Trying new foods: Yolanda Berhane
Next year Breakfast club will continue and we hope more people will come and join us
to start the day on a nice full stomach!
Hannah Mcduffus
Learning Mentor
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Department focus: The Modern Foreign Languages
Department
This has been a successful year for
the MFL department. At the
beginning of the year, for six weeks,
all New Year 7 students had taster
lessons in six languages, namely:
Latin, French, Spanish, Yoruba,
Japanese, and Bengali. The students
enjoyed learning basic greetings,
getting better understanding of the
culture of the countries and
discovering the importance of
learning a language. The taster
lessons (especially those on Latin
root words) help students to
comprehend and analyse new
words in Spanish and French. All
Year 7 students started at level 1
and most of them have now moved
to 3A in a space of a year. Some
have remarkably reached level 4 C,
which is quite an achievement
considering the fact that most of
them did not have language lessons
before coming to Globe Academy.

vocabulary and grammar. Students
in MFL like doing the ICT lessons
because they get instant feedback
and those with learning difficulties
do not feel left behind.
In order to increase students’
participation in class, we have
introduced the use of Easi-Speak
microphone. This device allows
students to capture their own voice,
listen to their pronounciation; and
also, it encourages students of all
abilities to take an active part in
their learning. Easi-Speak
microphone and recorders is also
used as a tool to conduct AFL
(Assessment for Learning) activities.

This year, we are also proud of our
Year 9 students who have been
entered for OCR Asset languages
examinations in Spanish, French and
Bengali. The majority of them did it
at Preliminary level which is
equivalent to level 6 and a few at
the Intermediate level which is
Year 8, MFL pupils had double
equivalent to GCSE grade
lessons. A double lesson can be a
A. Students will get certification in
very long time for our students to
maintain their focus. So we decided each of the four skills of Listening,
speaking, reading and writing.
to do one lesson in class and to
usually make the second lesson an This year, due to the option block,
online lesson where the students
students in Year 10 are not taught
have the opportunity to go on a
MFL as there were not enough
variety of websites to reinforce their students opting for the subject.

However, 87 Years 10 and 11
students were entered for the GCSE
in French, Spanish, Urdu, Bengali,
Persian, Dutch, Italian, Turkish,
Arabic, Portuguese, and Chinese.
Some further 30 students sat the
Asset languages examinations in
Yoruba and Somali at the
Intermediate level.
The Year 10 students who sat the
GCSE examination a year early in
French should be commended for
their conscientiousness and
diligence; as they had no tutoring
and had to come to lessons on
extended days and Saturdays.
Finally, 19 students will be going on
a language enrichment trip to
Barcelona, Spain from the 5 to 8
July. In addition, we have organised
similar enrichment/reward trips to
the French and Spanish Cultural
Centres from the week beginning 5
July.
We are looking forward to another
successful year.
Bonnes vacances à tous !
¡ Que disfruten de las vacaciones!
Peace Akinpelu
Head of MFL

Year 9 pupils help staff relax
Pupils in Year 9 are completing the Garden Project where they are
working together to provide a relaxation area for staff in the new school.
They have made hammocks and planters so far using skills in both
textiles and resistant materials.
We look forward to seeing the final result and some nice relaxed staff!

Edward Watson
Design Technology teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Nursery trip to the Science museum
In May, we took the full time
nursery pupils to the Science
Museum. When we got there, we
saw and learnt about lots of
interesting things. The pupils
favourite activity was playing in
the indoor interactive garden, we
had lots of fun!
We also watched a bubble show
where we learnt lots of fantastic
facts about bubbles and how they
work. We even had the
opportunity to look at the space
and transport exhibition.

In a bubble

It was a fun educational
experience for all and the pupils
came home tired but happy.
Lucia Apicella
Nursery Teacher

Globe victorious in first ARK Schools
Spelling Bee
Globe Academy students were victorious in the first ever
ARK Schools Spelling Bee. It was held at Walworth
Academy and included students from Burlington Danes,
Charter and Walworth Academy. By the third round Globe
were neck and neck with Walworth and Burlington Danes
and so it went to the knock out round where Abdus in Year
7 stole the show being the only student to get the correct
spelling of Neolithic. They were ecstatic. The students who
took part were:
Eruhu Wango Year 8
Tanzina Begun Year 7
Bijuan Corry Year 7

Chemilie Year 8
Najma Abdulkhadir Year 7
Abdusalaam Deenjah Year 7

Congratulations to them all. They have won a plaque for
the school which will take pride of place in reception and
we will host the event next year.
Ms Cristalina Fernandes
Associate Vice Principal: School of Language Arts
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Careers Guidance for parents
Over the last few years, Careersbox has been
providing a free careers service to schools
and careers professionals – to great success.
We are now setting up a Parents’ Careers
Club to allow parents/carers to help advise
their children on which career path they
should take.
Parents’ Club provides free work related film
content, covering hundreds of different
employment and training opportunities
throughout the UK.
If you are interested in finding out more
about Parents’ Club visit our website
http://careersbox.co.uk/parentsclub.htm
The Careersbox team
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Lower School Carnival performance
A few of the highlights for the
children were:
Olivia Toppin: I liked being a snake.
We went low and high and
"Hssssss".
(Reception 2)

On Wednesday 7 July 2010, the
Lower School took part in its first
Celebration of Carnival Culture
through the theme of Animals and
Spanish speaking countries. The
celebration involved stick fighting,
drumming, recorder playing,
poetry, “soca” dancing, and a very
vibrant parade to name just a few
of the spectacular performances.
There was even an opportunity for
the staff to dress up in sailor outfits
and dance, which proved to be very
memorable for all who were
watching!

Shae Hassan: I liked learning to
dance because it makes me happy.
(Year 1)
Chrisley Cabulo: My favourite thing
about carnival was when I danced
in the middle because it makes me
feel like I'm Michael Jackson.
(Year 2)
Nico Harris: I liked playing my solo
part on the recorder because it has
made me feel more confident.
(Year 3)
Vania Kwame: The carnival was
something I wanted to take part in,
so I was excited when I got to dance
and tell a story.
(Year 4)
Aisha Pereira: I loved
taking part in the
carnival because I
enjoyed designing my
own T-shirt and learning
a new dance. (Year 5)
Ayuba Jeng: I've enjoyed
the rehearsals because I
had the opportunity to
dance and drum, but the
best part for me was the
drumming because I
don't usually get to drum.
(Year 6)
Many thanks to all the
staff who helped to make
this day an incredible
success for the children.
Money raised from the
ticket sales and donations
will be donated to
Children with Leukaemia.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Chyvonne Brown, Angela Appiah,
Janeen Wilson, Teaching Assistants
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Year 5 sponsored run
All of Year 5 went to Tabard
Park to run for 30 minutes, all
of us enjoyed it and everyone
finished it. After all of our hard
work we ate mango and the
Year 6 children came to cheer
us on. After we went to the
park, overall everyone enjoyed
it.
Anfal Ahmed
Year 5

Jack Petchey Award winners
In June, three Globe Academy pupils attended the
Jack Petchey achievers award at the Southbank
centre. Amos Eretusi, Nurjahan Haq, Year 11 and
Chiemelie Odukwe, Year 8 were presented with a
medal and enjoyed a real celebration of success
alongside other Southwark schools. They received
these prizes for various contributions towards
school life and for academic achievement. Mukthar
Ahmed, Year 10, also won an award but was
unable to attend on the evening.
Congratulations to them all!

Harriet Townsend
Marketing

Actis Mentors and Mentees look round the new build
10 of our Year 10 pupils have been
lucky enough to be mentored by
employees of a financial firm Actis
for the last term. This involves the
Actis employees coming to school
twice a week to help the Year 10s
with anything they need. The pupils
have also been to visit the Actis
offices which gave them a brilliant
opportunity to see how a city office
works. In June, the Actis mentors
and mentees were able to look
around the new school building.
Both pupils and adults were excited
and impressed by what they saw.

We thank Actis for all the help they
are providing us at the moment
and look forward to working with
them more in the future.
Harriet Townsend
Marketing

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Academy says goodbye to Year 11 with a bang!
On Monday 28 June, Year 11
celebrated the end of their GCSE
exams with a fantastic Prom
onboard a boat sailing along the
Thames. All the students arrived
looking very glamorous and an
excellent time was had by all.

over the years I wish them
all every success in the future.

Throughout the evening a number
of awards celebrating academic and
sporting achievement to the best
looking pupils were presented, all
having been nominated by staff and
students on the boat. Voted Prom
King and Queen were Samuel Ekeke
and Nurjahan Haq.

Highest Academic Achiever
(Female)
Tozain Luong

Prom Class of 2010 Awards:
Highest Academic Achiever (Male)
Amos Eretusi

Best Sportsperson/Athlete
Udodire Lawrence
Drama Queen
Nassy Konan

Year 11 have worked extremely hard
over the past year and have been a
Best Dressed (male)
fantastic year group. On behalf of
Darminder Singh / Kim Caliwara
all the staff that have taught them

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Best Dressed (female)
Jenevieve Lavaly
Prom King
Samuel Ekeke
Prom Queen
Nurjahan Haq
Most Likely to become Prime
Minster
Sebuh Mesfin
Most Likely to become a comedian
Khalid Elmouri

Laura Brown
Head of Year 11
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SAVE TODAY THE CREDIT UNION WAY
On Thursday June 10, pupils from
the Lower School signed up to a
lifelong commitment to saving
money on a weekly basis. This is in
conjunction with London Mutual
formerly Southwark Credit Union.

with the Credit Union because one
day I will be able to buy what I
want’.
One of our parents who anxiously
awaited the launch of the Young
Saver Account stated that her son
too shared her joy. “Saving is good
for when he grows up, he will be
able to spend but spend wisely”.

The Young Saver Scheme aims to
serve the whole community
including children between the
ages of 7-16. In order to be eligible
for membership children should
Our assembly was marked by a
attend a Southwark based school. representative from London
Mutual (Agnieszka Skrodzka), two
We believe that it is important for volunteers- Wendy Sorinola
children to be aware of how money (parent) and Belinda Rowe (kitchen
works, how to budget and start
staff) and our guest speaker Dwight
saving from the formative years.
Norman. Mr Norman spoke at
length about the origins of money,
Sherry Johnson, one of our
how money works, the importance
longstanding teaching assistants
of saving and explained with
fully endorses this scheme. “This is practical examples how to
a very good scheme for the
accumulate interest. Our children
children. We see how many adults were given the opportunity to ask
fall into the loan shark trap, so
questions and the children in Year
hopefully this can break the cycle”. 4 performed the credit union
poem.
Our children were excited and
embraced the idea of saving
Each week more and more children
wholeheartedly. A child in Key
are displaying an interest in
Stage 1 said; “Saving is good
becoming members. We hope this
because when I grow up I will be
scheme will continue to flourish
rich”.
and our young savers will one day
achieve their financial dream.
A child in Key Stage 2 quoted ‘I save

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

CREDIT UNION
POEM
I don’t have to worry
I don’t have to fret
But have you joined the credit
union yet?
Sensible money management
Is what it’s about,
As little as a penny
Will start your account.
Week by week your savings will
grow
And avoiding debt
Is what you want to know.
The collection point is right here at
school
Convenient for me and that’s so
cool.
I am a young saver,
I am starting here today,
So begin to save wisely,
And do not delay.

Marie Williams
KS2 Phase Leader
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Performing Arts profile
Golden Globe
Globe Academy awarded Artsmark year.
Gold
Russell Jones, Director of
Performing Arts at Globe Academy
said: “I am delighted that the Arts
subjects have been recognised with
this prestigious award. We firmly
believe that the arts should be
accessible to all and will continue
to enable our students to enjoy and
participate in arts programmes as a
major part of enrichment and
education.”
Arts Council England has awarded
Artsmark Gold to Globe academy in Alan Davey, Chief Executive, Arts
recognition of the school’s
Council England said:”Arts council
commitment to, and excellence in, England believes that the earlier
arts education. Globe Academy is
children are creatively inspired, the
part of the 1676 schools in England more likely they are to have a
who received an Artsmark this
lifelong engagement with art –

something that can transform lives
and give young people a voice for
their thoughts and feelings.”
“Artsmark – now nationally
recognised as a prestigious and
coveted award – sets the standard
for an outstanding arts provision in
schools and it’s great to see so
many new schools attaining the
Artsmark award this year. This
award recognises Globe Academy’s
commitment to providing exciting
art experiences and their belief in
the power of creativity.”

Harriet Townsend
Marketing

Sweeney Todd A Victorian Melodrama
This year the Globe Theatre Company presented an
adaptation of Sweeney Todd. The sixteen strong cast
rehearsed the production for five months and gave
outstanding performances during their three night
run.
The cast members , mainly made up of Year 8
students, just shows us the young talent we have at
Globe Academy. This production was the last for
Nassy Konan and Jenevieve Lavaly and what
performances they gave.
Jenevieve Lavaly in the demanding role of Mrs Lovett
sang and acted her way through the performance like
a true professional.

Sweeney Todd was played with total conviction by
Amelia Waterworth-Narrine a Year 8 student, who
took this demanding role in her stride, steadily
polishing off the rest of the cast in a bid to get to the
traitorous Judge Turpin. Amelia will be one to watch
for the future as she takes on new roles for the acting
company.
I was hugely proud of the young cast and for their
total commitment to the project to make all
performances such a success. I hope you enjoy looking
at the pictures on the next page which convey some of
the drama of the last performance.

I look forward to working with more pupils from Globe
and other ARK Academies in our production of a
Nassy Konan, playing the Beggar Woman, enthralled
Midsummer Night’s Dream at Southwark Playhouse in
the audience with both her outstanding acting and her
the new year.
big solo number was heart rendering. Nassy goes on
to become a member of the prestigious National
Russell Jones
Youth Theatre this summer and has a promising
Assistant Vice Principal: Performing Arts
career ahead of her.
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
ARK Voices
In April, selected
pupils from Years 5 to
10 were chosen to
participate in an
event called One
Voice. This
performance took
place in the Barbican
on 30 June 2010, celebrating and showcasing the talent
of pupils from across the Ark Schools network.

the young leaders programme which you will have read
about in the last newsletter.
Prior to the main event, there was a Fringe festival in the
foyer of the Barbican. This allowed even more pupils to
showcase their talents and what a mixture their was.
Globe was very well represented with pupils singing,
dancing and drumming. This got the evening off to a
wonderful start.
We are already looking forward to next year’s
performance and highly recommend everyone comes
along to support and witness the talent of Globe pupils

In preparation for this, the pupils attended a number of
rehearsals with the other schools, giving them the
opportunity to sing with other children. This year, six of Miss Appiah and Miss Wilson.
our pupils sang solos on the main Barbican stage,
Teaching Assistants
something that they will all cherish as this is a great
achievement for them and an opportunity that not many
people get to experience.
At the event,
our Year 10
Scholarship
leaders also
demonstrated
the skills they
had learnt
whilst
participating on

Southwark and National Dance Challenge
Globe Academy entered two groups
into the Southwark Dance Challenge.
The Year 9 boys group did
exceptionally well coming third in
their category which led to them to
going through to the National Dance
Challenge on 3 July.
Unfortunately, the Year 10 boys
didn’t make it through but
performed exceptionally well and
had the opportunity to perform at
the ARK Gala Fringe Festival as

pictured above.
Congratulations to all the boys who
took part, all of whom
choreographed part of their dances
themselves and
worked very hard to
get to the standard
they did.

Louise Nichols
Head of Dance

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Sports corner
Football Victories all round
Walworth vs Globe Academy Year 11 football – South London cup final
Globe Academy have had a fantastic football season this year with wins coming across all year groups.
However, the most successful team in the school has been the Year 11 football team who made it to the
finals of the South London cup.
In the final we were up against our local and ARK rival; Walworth. The game started out well with both
teams working hard to get a goal. In the first 10 minutes, the nerves were showing and the first touch
from both teams was poor and often the ball was lost without much pressure put on the team. As the half
went on, both teams found their feet and grew with confidence and there was very little between the
teams. Both goal keepers were tested by some great shots but still there was no score.
It wasn’t until the end of the first half when the dead lock was broken and Anthony Bloomfield rose above
the rest and headed in a fantastic goal making the score 1-0 to Globe. The second half started similarly to
the first with nerves all round but this time it was Walworth who got the upper hand and they rounded
the keeper to make the score 1-1.
At the dying moments, as it was looking like it was going to go to extra time, Walworth scored. But, luckily
for Globe it was ruled offside and the goal did not stand. The game ended after extra time 1-1 and the
match went to penalties.
The penalty shootout was much more successful than the England team and Globe finished the match on
top winning the game 5-3 on penalties. The manner in which the game was played must be noted as ALL
players played with respect for the opposition and although the match meant so much to the players, the
amount of sportsmanship on show by both teams really stood out more than the game itself.
Harry James
PE Teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Sports Leaders News
Over the last year, we
have been running a very
successful Junior Sports
Leaders Award (JSLA)
program for students in
Years 10 and 11. The JSLA
is a qualification gained by
students who have an
interest in, but not
necessarily experience in
sport and coaching. It
requires an awful lot of
hard work and effort to
complete the course as
students must voluntarily
give up their free time to
complete the criteria
required which includes 6
different units amounting
to 30 hours of contact
time.
Students have been
working in a number of
primary schools across the
borough and get the
opportunity to take up a
purposeful role within

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

their community, gaining
recognition for their skills
as a leader, and with this
develop a valuable sense
of self-worth. Many build
and pursue ambitions for
further education,
training, and future
employment which they
would not have
otherwise dreamt of.

Although the majority of
work for JSLA involves
working with other
students and doing
practical based activities,
a lot of written planning
and organisation goes on
behind the scenes to get

the events for the
students ready for the big
day.
Students who take part in
the JSLA do so as an
addition to their school
life and all work
completed is done on top
of any school work they
have. For the Year 10 and
11 students, they must
juggle revision for exams,
organisation of events as
well as completing
homework and attending
after school classes.

Harry James
PE Teacher
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Reception Sports Day

“I enjoyed
our sports
day because I
liked
balancing on
the balance
beam and
liked
throwing the
javelin”

Our leaders frequently
work with the young
children from our Lower
school, either helping out
with after school clubs or
helping out with specific
events. Last year they
helped run a small sports
day for the students.
Each sports leader was in
charge of a small group of
students who worked
their way around all the
different activities. These
included, the Javelin, mini
sprints, target throwing ,
the balance beam and fun relay races.
This was once of the first events our
leaders organised and they did a fantastic
job, creating a fun and competitive event
for the reception students.

the sports leaders and all pupils involved
had a fantastic time.
Since then, they have organised a
number of other events, which have been
just as popular and successful.

The whole event was brilliantly run by

A reception
student

(Top Right) Nassy Konan
with her team.
(Above left) One of our
young leaders, Fouad Kali,
helping students tackle the
balance beam
(Above Right) Nourjahan
Haq leading her group in
the next activity
(Jenervive Lavaly) leading
children to their next
activity in a conga line.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Globe Academy KS2 Football Tournament
On 23 October Globe
Academy hosted a KS2
football tournament for
schools around the
borough. The primary
schools involved were
Surrey Square Juniors,
Albion Primary School,
Grange Primary School
and Globe Academy
Lower School.

The first round of fixtures
came out fairly even with
all teams winning one
game and loosing two,
but the second round
finished with Surrey
Square Juniors the clear
winners.

It was a fantastic event
with all students from all
schools working hard and
Globe Academy Sports
showing sportsmanship
Leaders ran the event and throughout the day.
each student was a
manager for each school. The next KS2 Football
Other students had roles Tournament is already
such as referees, time
being planned to be held
keepers, scorers and
at the brand new Globe
equipment helpers.
Academy in 2011.

(Above) Cheryl Hinson with her Globe Academy
team
(Left) Emma Eames applying a plaster to an injured
player

(Above) Globe Academy Lower School
team
(Left) Samuel Lahai—John with his
Surrey Square team

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Spa School Sports day
Spa School in
Bermondsey is a
secondary school
specifically for children
with Autism and on 14
June our sports leaders
helped run activities and
events at the school for
students with Special
Educational Needs from
across the borough.
At first the young leaders
were anxious about
working with children
with different needs to
their own, but after
meeting the students and
working with them for
the day, they found that

it was one of the most
they were involved with
rewarding events at
activities which they did
which they had helped at. not have much
experience in, but after
The Globe leaders were
working with the
divided into pairs and
experienced coaches the
worked at different
leaders came away
stations. These included; having learnt a lot about
tennis, the trampoline,
themselves and other
football, cricket,
sports .
volleyball, table tennis
and gymnastics. Their job
was initially to help the
coach who was leading
the activity but by the
end of the day, our
leaders were doing all the
coaching and the coaches Harry James
were supporting them!
PE Teacher
For some of our leaders,

(Left) Amin Badr and
Nassim Dukali joining
in with a gymnastics
session
(Left Bottom) Mayowa
Akinkunmi and Ellis
Mclean helping the
volleyball coaches with
a balloon game.
(Right Bottom) Jamiyu
Mogaji working with
three students on the
table tennis tables

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Singapore Youth Olympics 2010
On 5 August, two of our
Year 11 students will be
joining 28 other sports
leaders from Southwark
schools and jetting off to
Singapore to take part in the
first ever Youth Olympics.
The Youth Olympic Games
(YOG) are expected to
attract 3,600 young athletes
aged between fourteen and
eighteen from all over the
world, who will compete in
26 sports in front of more
than half a million
spectators.
The two lucky students who
are getting this opportunity
are Alieu Sesay and
Jenervive Lavaly. During the
three weeks that they are
there, they will be working
with international athletes
and officials. The jobs that

they could be doing include
being assistants to the Chief of
the Olympic committee,
runners for results in different
events and assisting with
ushers and stewards during
the events.
Our students will be staying
with families In Singapore of
the local students who are
also helping with the event.
This means that not only will
they gain huge amounts of
experience from the event
itself but learn about the
people in Singapore first hand
and the cultures that go with
it.
Alieu Sesay said: “I am so
happy that I am getting this
opportunity to work at these
Youth Games. I’m so excited
and cannot wait to get there!”

As with all big trips away, it
does cost a huge amount of
money to get staff and
students out there. As such
staff and students involved
have been working hard to
raise money by organising
corporate events for
companies, picking up
weekend and evening jobs,
and running sports
tournaments at schools for
the younger students. We are
getting there but still have a
long way to go so keep your
eyes out for fundraising
opportunities
We look forward to both
Jenevieve and Alieu visiting us
in September to tell us all
about it.

The Youth Olympics
in Singapore will be
the first ever youth
Olympics held and
our Globe Students
are going to be a part
of it all!

“Despite it's

Harry James, PE Teacher

Raising money for trip to Singapore
At Globe we have been
running a successful after
school football tournament
for the Year 7s every
Tuesday where students
pay a small sum to take
part. This has been well
received by the students
and will continue to raise
money for the trip.
Staff have also been
lending a hand with

teachers Harry James, Walter
Mendoza and Edward Watson
attempting to do the 3 Peaks
Challenge at the end of July.
The 3 Peaks challenge involves
climbing and descending the
three highest mountains in
England, Scotland and Wales
within 24hrs!

in England to start its ascent
at 4am.

popularity, no
one should under
estimate the

We then travel to Snowdon in
Wales to complete that by 4pm
on Sunday.

Hopefully we will be able to
raise a fair amount of money
for the trip and come back alive
We will be climbing Ben Nevis in to tell the tale!
Scotland on the Saturday,
then travelling to Skafell Pike
Harry James , PE Teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

growing

difficulty of the 3
peaks
challenge—many
have started but
not finished!”
- A 3 peaks
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Southwark Park ‘Myathalon’
Each year Southwark
Sports Partnership, who
run out of Bacons College
in Rotherhithe, organise a
triathlon for primary
students from around the
borough at Southwark
Park. The idea is to start
introducing the Triathlon
as a sport as early on as
possible so that young
children will hopefully
gain an interest in all or at
least one of the
disciplines of the
triathlon.
It is also a fun day for all
involved and especially
when the sun is shinning.
The weather at last year’s

triathlon was awful with
students having to take
part in the pouring rain.
This year’s “Myathalon”
as it is called uses the
Severn Islands Leisure
centre for the swimming,
the park paths for the
bike ride and the grassy
areas for the run.
We had over 120 pupils
from across Southwark
take park and our Year 10
sports leaders helped
throughout the day.
We had helpers in the
pool making sure
students were happy in
the water and able to
swim, and as it was the

first event, they were very
busy giving as much
encouragement as possible
to all competitors.
From the pool it was
straight on to the bikes and
a lap around the bike
course. Again our leaders
were on hand to assist with
students who did not feel
comfortable on the bikes or
who needed an extra
helping hand.
Finally, after the bike ride,
it was the run through the
trees and up the small hill.
Then down the other side
and a sprint finish to the
line.

It was another great
event and the Globe
Leaders did a fantastic
job.
If you are interested in
getting involved with a
triathlon as an adult or as
a young person please get
in contact at:
www.triathlonengland.
org
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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School Sports Partnership fun day
Last September our Globe
Sports leaders helped to
run a School Sports
Partnership (SSP) in
Southwark. Similar to the
other fun days and
activity days run by our
leaders, they had to
organise and deliver
activities and coaching
sessions for small groups
of students.
On this particular fun day
though, our leaders were
in charge from start to
finish which included set
up of the activities,
welcoming both students
and parents, delivering
the sessions and looking
after students throughout
the day. The activities
which the Globe leaders

were running included,
football, athletics,
rounder's cricket and
basketball.
Although the leaders had
had plenty of training and
had experience with
running small events, they
found this event a little
harder as the space that
they had available to them
was a lot smaller than they
were used to, but they
adapted to the situation
and managed to pull off
another brilliant event.
One of the students said: “ I
really enjoyed today
especially working with the
older boys and girls. I also
liked the football and
cricket games”

Inside Story Headline

Caption
describing
picture or
graphic.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Sports Leaders on Work Experience
All Year 10s at Globe Academy spend 2 weeks at a work experience placement requiring them to work just as a
member of that workforce. We sent eight of our young leaders on a work experience placement to Bacons college
to work with the School Sports Co-ordinators. Just by chance, the national sports week which runs nation wide has
coincided with the work experience meaning that there is an awful lot of work to get done. Our leaders have done
exceptionally well and below is a letter from a teacher working with our students at one of the events during sports
week
I had the following Globe Academy students who helped me during the day. They were: Mayowa, Nassim, Hussain,
Junior, Cheryl and Ellis. Each student was allocated an event and spent the day running that activity. This required:
Setting up the stations
Explaining the activity to the pupils
Sub -dividing the groups appropriately
Engaging and encouraging the students whilst they were participating
Sorting out all placements and giving out the appropriate awards
Rotating their pupils around to the appropriate next station
Each pupil managed to do this with the minimum of guidance working with a continued enthusiasm and strong
presence. When their personal activities finished they were able to ‘think on the spot’ and adjust by inventing
‘keeper’ activities and sports chats until everyone else was ready to rotate around. They were dressed appropriately
and were all extremely polite when liaising with various primary staff and parents on the site. They provided
excellent role models and impressed everyone with their attitudes and abilities. I would not have been able to run
such an amazing event without this invaluable help; all of them deserve the highest of praise for today! It would be
fantastic if parents and staff at their school could be made aware of their achievements today.
Yours sincerely

E Hobbs
E Hobbs
MA BEd hons Dip

Maths Leadership at Globe
The leadership program
at Globe is not solely
restricted to students
interested and
associated in sports.
Starting in September
we will be offering
students the
opportunity to take part
in the Maths leaders
award. The Maths
award is designed in
similar ways to the
Sports Leaders award
giving students who
show promise and
talent in Maths the
opportunity to help
others within the

Academy and across the (teaching how to add
community with their
fractions for example)
Maths skills.
by working to develop
their communication,
This award, like the
organisation and
others focuses on the
motivational skills.
student’s ability to lead,
and in this case it is in
By introducing the
Maths. The Maths
Maths leaders program
Leaders Award is not
we hope to support the
concerned with using
already fantastic
sport to teach Maths
progress being made
(measuring distances or by our students in
timing races for
ultimately raising the
example). Instead the
number of students
award aims to teach
leaving our Academy
young people how to
with at lease a C grade
lead others through
in GCSE maths.
basic Maths activities

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Harry James
PE Teacher
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Uniform September 2010
From September 2010, all pupils will be expected to wear the new uniform listed below. All items listed
below are available from our stockist, APT Clothing and form the academy uniform. Those prefaced by the
word academy must be purchased from APT Clothing.
Uniform Stockist: APT Clothing, 26a Rye Lane, Peckham, London, SE15 5BS. Phone: 020 7732 2924.
Girls (Year 7-11)
Academy blazer - charcoal with gold trim
Academy charcoal Kilt/Academy charcoal trousers
Academy charcoal jumper with gold trim
White blouse
Academy summer dress (in the first half term of
the Autumn and the Summer term)
Academy school bag
Black long socks
Flat, black leather shoes (no suede or patent)
Black outdoor coat (plain - no logos or patterns)

Boys (Year 7-11)
Academy blazer– charcoal with gold trim
Academy charcoal trousers
Academy charcoal jumper with gold trim
White shirt
Academy tie
Academy school bag
Black socks
Black leather shoes with black laces
(no suede or patent)
Black outdoor coat (plain - no logos or patterns)

PE Kit girls (Year 7-11)
Academy white polo shirt
Academy navy sweatshirt
Navy shorts (plain)
Academy navy tracksuit bottoms
White socks (plain)
Training shoes
Towel
Football boots
Shinpads
Roll on deodorant

PE Kit boys (Year 7-11)
Academy white polo shirt
Academy navy sweatshirt
Navy shorts (plain)
Academy navy tracksuit bottoms
White socks (plain)
Training shoes
Towel
Football boots
Shinpads
Roll on deodorant

Girls Year 5 and 6
Charcoal kilt
Summer dress (in the first half term of the Autumn
and the Summer term)
White blouse
Charcoal v-neck sweater with the gold trim
Girls Reception to Year 4
Black skirt
(Blue and white checked summer dress)
Charcoal grey sweatshirt with logo
White polo shirt
Black leather shoes

Boys Year 5 and 6
White shirt
Tie
Charcoal trousers
Charcoal v-neck sweater with the gold trim

PE Kit girls
Academy white polo shirt
Navy shorts (plain)
White socks (plain)
Training shoes

PE Kit boys
Academy white polo shirt
Navy shorts (plain)
White socks (plain)
Training shoes

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Boys Reception to Year 4
Black trousers
Charcoal grey sweatshirt with logo
White polo shirt
Black leather shoes
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How are the new buildings progressing?
As we come into the last few weeks of term moving
into our new buildings becomes more of a reality and
very exciting!

taking place over the summer meaning that when
everyone comes back to school in September, we will
all be able to enjoy our new surroundings.

The Foundation Stage Centre is finished and even has
all of its furniture in place. It looks incredibly smart
and all of the Foundation Stage teachers are very
pleased they will be working in there from
September. The C-Block will be completed on 23 July
so that all of our brand new furniture and IT can be
fitted over the summer. Refurbishment of the
Pentagon and the Lower School building will be

See the pictures below to give you some ideas as to
what the buildings will look like, but bear in mind the
pictures were taken a couple of weeks ago so even in
that short time things have changed to look even
better!
Harriet Townsend
Marketing and Projects

Globe Academy
Harper Road
London SE1 6AG

Tel: 020 7407 6877
info@globeacademy.org
www.globeacademy.org

Produced and edited by Harriet Townsend, Marketing and Recruitment Manager
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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